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Abstract
yzed.
The naturaal transition flow and conveective heat trannsfer inside ann electrically hheated circular tube are analy
The transition flow is trreated as a com
mposition of fu
fully developedd laminar and turbulent flow
ws by assuming the
fluctuatingg velocity in radial
r
directionn exists as if tthe flow is fullly turbulent. T
The compositee ratios are used to
define the composite floow, and they flluctuate in trannsition flow. T
The criterion off minimum enttropy productiion is
used to derrive an equatioon which can ddescribe how ttransition evolvves. It is pointted out that thee fluctuations of
o the
composite ratios governn the transition behavior. O
One fluctuationn function is given to attainn agreements with
measurem
ments includingg those obtained in heat transsfer and flow eexperiments.
Keywordss: transition floow, fluctuationns, compositionn of flows, minnimum entropy production
1. Introdu
uction
The laminnar-to-turbulennt transitions of both the incompressibble and comppressible fluids are of prac
ctical
importancee for many appplications. Foor the axisymm
metric low speeed flows in pipes, careful m
measurements have
been repeaatedly conductted for over onne century, andd some have beeen briefly reviiewed by T. M
Mullin (2011).
The flow and heat transsfer of hydrocaarbons inside electrically heeated circular ttubes have atttracted interestts for
the coolingg designs of sccramjets over yyears (Linne, M
Meyer, Edwardds & Eitman 1997; Huang, S
Sobel & Spada
accini
2002). The heat will bee generated in tube wall by the electric ccurrent and ressistance of thee tube as show
wn in
figure 1. T
The convectivee heat transfer with nearly coonstant heat fllux will take pplace when n-ddecane flows in
nside
such a tubbe. As n-decanne flows, the aabsorbed heat w
will drive it too higher tempeeratures T, low
wer densities ρ, and
lower visccosities μ. If the
t mass fluxx, tube inner ddiameter di, aand electric cuurrent inside tthe tube wall have
appropriatte constant valuues, steady floow will be estaablished, and thhe Reynolds nuumber (Re=ρU
Udi/μ, here ρ, U and
μ are meann values at a cross section) can increase from 886 at iinlet to 15,0000 at outlet. Thhese can be seen in
figure 2.

Figuree 1. Flow insidde an electricallly heated tubee
The heat flux of the tube
t
can be ccontrolled by selecting the electric curreent, which m
may drive the fluid
temperaturre to increase from room temperature too as high as 8800K. The theermophysical pproperties, suc
ch as
density ρ, viscosity μ, annd thermal connductivity k, deecrease over a certain range from the inlett to outlet. In figure
f
2, ρ, μ andd k of n-decanee at different teemperature andd pressure are calculated usiing a program for thermophy
ysical
properties of high tempeerature hydrocaarbon mixturess.
It is well kknown that thee natural transsition will begiin if Re≈2300 (Eckert & Drrake 1972), so there can be a full
process off transition froom laminar to turbulent flow
w inside the tuube. The laminnar flow in tubbe is linearly stable
s
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and finite amplitude distturbance is neeeded to triggerr the transitionn even if Re is big enough. W
When the transsition
starts and ends in tube are
a case-depenndent problem
ms and dependd on the disturbbance in tube,, and the transsition
starting Ree is very muchh different for tthe forced transition. No recoognized theoryy has been estaablished to inte
erpret
the processs of laminar-too-turbulent traansition since R
Reynolds' origginal experimeents in 1883 (M
Mullin 2011; Durst
D
& Ünsal 22006). The natuure of transitioon of the pipe flow is still a puzzle in fluidd dynamics. T
The same is tru
ue for
the interprretation of convvective heat trransfer during tthe process.
Some lamiinar-to-turbuleent transition w
was treated as a phase transiition of nonequuilibrium therm
modynamic sy
ystem
(Reichl 19998). Order parameters
p
aree usually usedd to describe phase transittions (e.g. normal conducto
or to
supercondductor), and thhey fluctuate nnear the phasee transition pooint. Large fluuctuations havve been met in
n the
process off laminar-to-turrbulent transittion in pipe-floows (Durst & Ü
Ünsal 2006; M
McComb 1992), but very few
w has
been discuussed adoptingg the point view
w of nonequilibbrium phase trransition.

Figuure 2. Density,, viscosity, thermal conductivvity and Re insside the tube
In axisymm
metric transitioon flow, the raandom fluctuattions of velocitty have certainn statistic charaacteristics (Durst &
Ünsal 20006). The probllem how the sstatistics of fluuctuations evoolve as Re inccreases in trannsition flow is very
important, even if the starting Re andd ending Re of transition floow in tube aree known. Thiss paper attemp
pts to
answer how the statisticss of fluctuationns evolve betw
ween the start aand end of trannsition flow inn the tube, and how
the statistiics of fluctuations affect the flow and convvective heat transfer. The meethod includess three steps. In the
first step, tthe equations for solving thee laminar and turbulent flow
ws in tube are given, then thhe transition flo
ow is
treated as a compositionn of laminar annd turbulent fllows by assum
ming the fluctuuating velocityy in radial direction
has the sam
me value as thaat of the fully turbulent flow
w. The composiite ratios are uused to define tthe composite flow.
In the seccond step, thee fluctuations of the compoosite ratios in transition floow are introduuced, and then
n the
minimum entropy prodduction method is used to derive an equuation which describes how
w the statistic
cs of
fluctuationns of the compposite ratios annd transition evvolve. In the laast step, after some analogiess are made betw
ween
laminar-too-turbulent trannsition and phaase transition, one fluctuationn function is ggiven and somee comparisons with
experimenntal phenomenaa are made.
2. Equatioons for Fully Developed
D
Laaminar Flow
One can see in figure 2 that the decreease of densityy ρ and therm
mal conductivity
ty k in tube is about half of their
original vaalues. At outllet the viscosiity μ decreasees to about 6 percent of itss original valuue, accordingly Re
increases tto about 17 tiimes of its oriiginal value, ssince the masss flow rate annd the tube innner diameter di are
constant.
Under thee flow conditioons of figure 2, Re increases continuoussly from 886 aat inlet to 15,,000 at outlet. The
natural trannsition starts at
a the position of x≈0.26m where Re≈2300, which is abouut 180 times of di (1.42 mm)). For
heat transffer (temperature), the transittion ends at thhe position of xx≈1.05m wherre Re≈10,000 (Bergman, La
avine,
Incropera & DeWitt 2011; Rohsenow
w, Hartnett & Cho 1998), w
which is aboutt 740 times off di. According
g the
measurem
ments of the fluuctuations of flow velocityy, the differencce of transitioon starting andd ending Reyn
nolds
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numbers for flow (velocity) is much smaller (Durst & Ünsal 2006), and the transition length is around 100 times
of di (from Re≈2300 to Re≈3000) in this case.Before the position of x=0, an additional segment (longer than
500di) which belongs to the same tube as the heated part shown in figure 1 can be placed. In followings the flow
at each station from just before the transition to the outlet is assumed to be both hydrodynamically and thermally
fully developed.
For the fully developed axisymmetric flow inside the tube, the parameters at each cross section (station) can be
determined by the mean velocity and temperature and the boundary conditions (the heat flux and zero velocity at
the tube wall surface). The length of tube is about 1000 times of di. When studying the flow velocity in
x-direction which is u and fluid temperature T at a cross section, one can neglect the variations of some
quantities along x-direction. The reason is that their variations along x-direction are small when compared with
the variations of u and T along r-direction. In following, u and the fluid properties such as μ and k are assumed to
be not varying with x when finding the solution at each cross section. Only the variations of T and the pressure p
with x are considered. So at each station ρ and u are functions of r along the radius. The whole flow in the tube
can be solved by determining the parameters at each station.
In fact the changes of μ and k are very large from the inlet to outlet. Two reasons can be said about treating them
as not varying with x when finding the solution at each cross section. Firstly, in the following formulations the
derivatives of μ and k with x are not used. Secondly, when finding the solution at each cross section, the values
of local μ and k corresponding to the local T and p are used. In this way the influences of changes of μ and k on
the solution at each cross section are considered.
For axisymmetric laminar flow in the tube, u satisfies (Eckert & Drake 1972; Landau & Lifshitz 1987)

dp 1 d  du 
dp 2 du

 
 r  
dx r dr  dr 
dx r dr

(1)

The temperature increase is mainly due to heat transfer in radial direction. Following the analysis of Eckert and
Drake (1972), the temperature variations due to viscous friction and axial heat transfer are neglected, so

 c pu

T 1   T 

 kr

x r r  r 

(2)

If the method of separation of variables is used, T can be expressed as a product of two parts. Of the two parts,
one varies with x and the other varies with r. Let

T    x r

(3)

1 d
1 1 d  d 

 kr

 dx  c p u r dr  dr 

(4)

then Eq. (2) becomes

The velocity in r-direction is neglected here. According to the mass balance equation, the product of ρ and u is
same at different cross section if r is equal, Eq. (4) can be divided into two linear equations. The physical
properties such as μ, k and cp is determined by the local temperature and pressure, so it is not difficult to
understand that Eqs. (1) and (2) are coupled. For the cases of interest, Eqs. (1) and (2) are only weakly coupled
through the dependence of physical properties on temperature and pressure.
Fluid is consisted of vast number of molecules. The molecules collide all the time. These collisions do not
produce or annihilate energy or momentum of the fluid. So momentum and energy equations do not have source
terms when conserved variables are used. But the entropy balance equation has source terms because of the
dissipative processes accompanying the collisions. These processes change the nonequilibrium distribution, tend
to drive the flowing fluid to approach equilibrium, and produce entropy. The entropy production due to
temperature and velocity gradients is (Reichl 1998; Landau & Lifshitz 1987; Lifshitz & Pitaevskii 1980)

 Lam 

k
2
s
s
T    T  
 v    v 
2 
T
T

(5)

in which, σ is the entropy production, subscript Lam means laminar, v is the velocity vector, and  v  s is the
symmetric tensor with zero trace of v . In cylindrical coordinate  v  s is
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in which, U is the unit tensor, superscript T means transpose, Tr means the trace of a tensor, vr is the velocity
along radius, and vx is the velocity along x-direction. In present case, vx=u and vr=0.
The terms of temperature variation due to viscous friction and the axial heat transfer are omitted in Eq. (2). So
the second term and axial part in the first term of Eq. (5) can be neglected in order to be consistent with Eq. (2).
Nevertheless, these terms are retained when the entropy production is discussed in following. One will see this
retainment does not affect the conclusion.
In cylindrical coordinate, the first term in Eq. (5) is
2

 Lam,T 

k
k  d 
k  d 
T    T    Lam,   Lam,  2 
  2

2 
T
  dx    dr 

2

(7)

and the second term in Eq. (5) is

 Lam,V 

2
 du
s
s
 v    v    
T
T  dr 

2

(8)

In Eqs. (7) and (8), the subscripts T, X, Θ and V denote partial entropy productions due to the corresponding
gradients, and V means velocity. One can see that the entropy production includes square terms of temperature
and velocity gradients.
The hydrodynamic equations for laminar flow are also called Navier-Stokes equations. In the equations
considered here the relationships between the generalized currents (e.g. the stress tensor) and the generalized
forces (e.g. the tensor v ) are linear (Reichl 1998). The fluid elements of laminar flow inside the tube are in
nonequilibrium, and the dissipative transport processes inside them increase the entropy. For nonequilibrium
system, a state of minimum entropy production is a stationary state in linear regime, and this was first
established by Prigogine (Reichl 1998). This criterion corresponds to the minimum free energy which is
applicable for equilibrium systems.
3. Equations for Fully Developed Turbulent Flow
For fully developed axisymmetric turbulent flow inside the tube, at each station  and ū are also functions of r,
and the momentum balance equation can be written as (Eckert & Drake 1972)



dp 1 d  du  1 d
r  u v

 r

dx r dr  dr  r dr



(9)

in which, overbar above the physical quantities means time averaged values, while tilde means instantaneous
values minus their time averaged values, which can be called fluctuating values. Since the mean velocity in
r-direction is 0, the instantaneous velocity in r-direction is v .
For fully developed turbulent flow, the equation of temperature is (Eckert & Drake 1972)

 c pu

T 1   T

kr
x r r  r



 1 

  r r  c p rT v




(10)

Integrating Eq. (9) once along radial direction yields Eq. (1) for laminar case. So the first terms in the right hand
sides of Eqs. (9) and (10) are consistent with those laminar dissipative terms in Eqs. (1) and (2). The second
terms in the right hand sides are called turbulent dissipative terms, which can be expressed by gradients of ū and
T if some assumptions are used. Using these assumptions and integrating Eq. (9), one has (Eckert & Drake
1972).
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dp 1 d 
du
dp 2
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    m  r        m 

dx r dr 
dr 
dx r
dr

(11)

T
1 1  
T 
k   c p H  r



x  c pu r r 
r 

(12)

in which, εm=εm(r,Re) is called turbulent dissipative coefficient of momentum, and εH=εH(r,Re) is called turbulent
dissipative coefficient of energy. The variations of  u with x are neglected (the product of  and ū is same
at different cross section if r is equal), so from Eqs. (11) and (12) one can see that the equations for solving
velocity and temperature are also weakly coupled through the dependence of physical properties on temperature
and pressure.
The method of separation of variables can be used to divide Eq. (12) into two equations, because ū,  and εH
are all functions of r at a station. When doing so, let the fluctuating part contained in Θ, which means

  r 
Tturb    x  turb  r     x     r   


(13)

 r
T    x  

(14)

The treatment of separation of variables here is similar to Eqs. (3) and (4). X and dX/dx have identical values if
the mass flux and heat flux are same for both laminar and turbulent flows. If both fluxes reverse to their opposite
values, according to Eqs. (1), (2) and (4) for laminar case, the gradients of u, X and Θ change signs. The same
should be true for turbulent case, and it is required that the reversals of both fluxes do not affect v , εm and εH.
So for turbulent flow, according to Eqs. (11), (12) and (13), the reversals of both fluxes result in that the
 will also change
gradients of u , X and  change signs. According to Eqs. (9), (10) and (14), u and 
signs.
Turbulent flow obeys the same full hydrodynamic equations as laminar flow, so its entropy production should be
the same as Eq. (5) except that instantaneous values are used. The mean entropy production is

k
2
s
s
(15)
 T    T    v    v 
T2
T
in which, the subscript Turb means turbulent, the subscripts T and V have the same meanings as in Eqs. (7) and
(8). If the effects of statistical dependence between the numerators and denominators are ignored, in cylindrical
coordinate the first term in Eq. (15) is

 Turb   Turb,T   Turb,V 

 Turb,T 

k
 T    T    Turb,   Turb,
T2

(16)

in which,

 Turb, 

k  d 


 2  dx 

2

(17)

2
 2
k  d 
k  d
 Turb,  2 


 
  dr  2  dr 

(18)

The second term in Eq. (15) is

 Turb,V 

2
s
s
 v    v    Turb,u   Turb,v
T

(19)

in which,

 Turb,u

  du 

2

 du 
     
T  dr   dr 
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v 

r


(21)

In Eqs. (16) through (18), the subscripts X and Θ have the same meanings as in Eqs. (7) and (8). The subscripts u
and v in Eqs. (19) through (21) denote partial entropy productions produced by the corresponding velocity
components.
4. Equations for Natural Transition Flow

Comparing the equations for solving velocity and temperatures, which are Eqs. (1) and (2) for laminar flow and
Eqs. (11) and (12) for turbulent flow, one can see that the two flow modes obey the same equations if εm and εH
are taken as 0 for laminar flow.
The equations for transition flow have the same forms as Eqs. (9) and (10). If one assumes that the fluctuating
velocity v in radial direction has the same value as that of the fully turbulent flow, at each point in natural
transition region the flow can be treated as a composition of fully developed laminar and turbulent flows. Under
this assumption u and Θ at each point are consisted of two parts, of which one is contributed by laminar flow and
the other by turbulent flow, respectively. The composite ratios are denoted as 1-η and η for laminar and turbulent
flows, respectively. The variation of u is

 du Tran  1    du  Lam    du Turb  1    du  d  u  u 

(22)

in which, the subscript Tran means transition.
The momentum equation is

1   

dp
dp
2 du
2
du

 1    
      m 
dx
dx
r dr
r
dr

(23a)

dp 2 du dp 2
du
 

     m 
0
dx r dr dx r
dr

(23b)

Equation (23b) is the result of momentum conservation for laminar and turbulent flows. In Eq. (23) the variables
without bar are values of laminar flow and those with bar are mean values of turbulent flow.
It should be noted that only one pressure gradient is permitted at one station and at same instant. So η should be
same at one station, and u and Θ and their derivatives with respect to r are consisted of laminar and turbulent
parts. Turbulent flow in the tube has a fluctuating velocity in r-direction which is v . The validity of Eqs. (9)
and (23) requires that v exists as if the flow is fully turbulent in transition flow region. So in transition flow
region, the velocity vector is v=(vr, vθ, vx)=(ṽ, 0, uTran). One can substitute this velocity vector into the full
momentum equation (9) to derive Eq. (23a) (will be further explained using Eq. (26)). The transition length for
heat transfer (temperature) is several hundred times of the inner diameter di, and the transition length for flow
(velocity) is around a hundred times of the inner diameter di. In Eq. (23a) η is treated as not varying with x when
finding the solution at each cross section.
For temperature one can write similar equations to Eqs. (22) and (23). Like those in pure laminar or turbulent
case, the variations of ρu and  u with x are neglected (the product of ρ and u is same at different cross section
if r is equal, and so is true for the product of  and ū), and the equations for velocity and temperature are also
weakly coupled through the dependence of physical properties on temperature and pressure in transition flow.
The laminar, transition, or turbulent flow and heat transfer have certain type of profiles of u and Θ, or u ,  ,
u and  , and the profiles of physical properties such as μ, k and cp may be affected by them. Since it is the Re
which affects the type of profiles of variables, the physical properties alone do not change the type of profiles of
variables or the mode of flow and heat transfer. The weakly coupled equations for velocity and temperature can
have such a characteristic that the type of profile of velocity and its fluctuation do not affect the type of profile of
temperature and its fluctuation, and vice versa. According to Eqs. (5) and (15), the square terms of temperature
and velocity gradients in the expression of entropy production are mutually separate. So a different η can be
adopted for temperature. For simplicity the same η for temperature is considered below. The variation of Θ is

 d Tran  1    d  Lam    d Turb  1    d   d     
and the temperature equation is
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1 d
k
1 d  d 
1
1 d 

 1   

r
 k   c p H  r 
 dx
r 
 c p u r Tran dr  dr 
 c p u r Tran dr 

(25a)

d    c p H  
 1
dr 
k  r

(25b)

Equation (25b) is the result of same heat flux for laminar and turbulent flows. Here as that in Eq. (23a), η is also
treated as not varying with x when finding the solution at each cross section.
The introduction of εm and εH in last and this sections is not indispensable for the derivations of composition of
flows. For example, the momentum equation for transition flow has the same forms as Eq. (9). Since η is same at
one station, at each point along a radius, the composite velocities uTran and uTran can be found by integrating
Eq. (22), of which the composite mean velocity in x-direction is uTran  1    u  u and the composite
fluctuating velocity in x-direction is uTran  1    0  u  u . Substituting them into Eq. (9), under the
assumption of v in transition region having the same value as that of the fully turbulent flow, one has

1 





dp
dp 1 d  
du
du   1 d
 
r 1   0 u  1   v v 
r 1      
dx
dx r dr  
dr
dr   r dr

1   





dp
dp
1 d  du 
1 d  du 
1d


 1   
r uv
 r   
 r   
dx
dx
r dr  dr 
r dr  dr 
r dr

(26a)

(26b)

in which, the fluctuating velocity in x-direction in laminar flow region is 0, and η is not fluctuating here (its
fluctuation will be discussed in next section). Since η is same at one station and not fluctuating, one can easily
find here that Eq. (26a) is identical to Eq.(26b), and they both are equivalent to Eq. (23a). From Eq. (26) one can
see that the flow in transition region is a composite motion of fully developed laminar and turbulent flows,
because 1    u  u is the composite mean velocity in x-direction, 1    0  u  u is the composite
fluctuating velocity in x-direction, and 1   v  v  v is the composite fluctuating velocity in r-direction.
For the temperature equation, Eq. (25a) can also be rewritten in a similar form to Eq. (26). The introduction of εm
and εH in last and this sections helps to shorten the formulations and explain the weak coupling of velocity and
temperature equations in turbulent case.
The assumption of v in transition region having the same value as that of the fully turbulent flow can be
further explained. It is well known that finite amplitude disturbance is needed to trigger the transition even if Re
is big enough because the laminar flow in tube is linearly stable. A full process of natural transition can happen
due to some finite amplitude disturbance and the increase of Re inside the tube which is concerned. For a given
flow inside the tube, this assumption is equivalent to that v is same no matter the flow is laminar, transitional
or turbulent, and this v originates from the finite amplitude disturbance existing in laminar flow region. The
assumption of v being same inside the tube does not violate the mass balance equation, because v
corresponds to a finite amplitude disturbance, and there are two other fluctuating velocities in the other two
directions. The finite amplitude disturbance determines the magnitudes of the three-dimensional fluctuating
velocities in the laminar flow region, and the fluctuating velocities except u do not change in regions of
different flow modes. The influence of the three-dimensional fluctuating velocities can be neglected in the
laminar flow region, but whether the transition happens or not depends on the amplitude of disturbance. The
transition starting and ending Reynolds numbers are very much different for the forced transitions with different
amplitudes of disturbance.
In transition flow the values of u and Θ for laminar ingredient may be different from those for corresponding
pure laminar flow. In the case of heated flow in tube, the different flow modes have different profiles of
temperature at a station, so the physical properties such as cp, μ and k have different profiles. It is not difficult to
understand that different profiles of cp, μ and k lead to different profiles of u and Θ at a station. In transition flow
the profiles of u and Θ for laminar ingredient are related to the instant profiles of cp, μ and k corresponding to the
local instant temperature and pressure. If the differences of the physical properties caused by different flow
modes are neglected, in transition flow the values of u and Θ for laminar ingredient are the same as those for
corresponding pure laminar flow. The same is true for the values of ū and  for turbulent ingredient.
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Obviously, arbitrary η can satisfy Eqs. (23), (25) and (26). So the fluctuating velocity in radial direction having
the same value as that of fully turbulent flow, makes this composition of flows both mathematically and
mechanically possible. From Eq. (26), one can see that this composition is still valid even if one considers the
nonzero fluctuating velocity in x-direction in the laminar flow region. Since it is the composition of two types of
flow motion for a fluid element which is discussed, it is permitted even for η<0 or η>1. A negative η or 1-η
means negative contributions of the mass flux, pressure gradient, and heat flux, accordingly resulting in negative
.
values of gradients of u, X and Θ, and negative values of u and 
In this section the transition flow is decomposed into laminar and turbulent ingredients by assuming the
fluctuating velocity v exists as if the flow is always fully turbulent. The flow is laminar when η=0, while the
flow is turbulent when η=1. There is one more variable (η) now, so Eqs. (23) and (25) alone cannot determine the
transition behavior.
5. Fluctuations of Natural Transition Flow Inside the Tube
The dynamic equation of η must be found if the aim is to determine how natural transition evolves inside the
tube. Let ReL denote the transition starting Re and ReR denote the ending Re. It has been found in heat transfer
experiments that the natural transition starts at ReL≈2300 and ends at ReR≈10000 in circular tube (Bergman,
Lavine, Incropera & DeWitt 2011; Rohsenow, Hartnett & Cho 1998). The difference of ReL and ReR for flow is
much smaller according the measurements of the fluctuations of flow velocity (Durst & Ünsal 2006). The
exactness of when transition starts and ends is case-dependent. Here the interests are how transition evolves
between its start and end, and how the evolution affects the flow and convective heat transfer characteristics.

Before giving the expression of entropy production in transition flow region, the fluctuation of η is introduced. In
natural transition region, η is assumed to be consisted of two parts, which are the mean value  and the
fluctuating value  . So

    

(27)

Substituting Eq. (27) into Eqs. (22) and (24), one has

 du Tran  1    du   du   du  d  u  u  u 

(28)

 d Tran  1    d    d    d   d       

(29)

in which,  is between 0 and 1, and is a monotonic ascending function of Re between ReL and ReR. Equations
(28) and (29) show that both (du)Tran and (dΘ)Tran have two fluctuating components, which are turbulent
fluctuating quantities and the quantities corresponding to the fluctuation of η, respectively.
The introduction of  and  , can give the instantaneous value of composite ratio to describe the state of the
transition flow at each instant and discern the disordered motions which are neither laminar nor turbulent. It
was reported by Mullin(2011) and Durst &Ünsal (2006) that during transition there are typical instantaneous
disordered motions which are different than the generic turbulence (many other papers also reported such
motions). The commonly used intermittency factor γ cannot discern such instantaneous states of the transition
flow. One can see that the introduction of  and can better describe the transition flow.
 which are statistically dependent, between the turbulent fluctuating quantities and the
Unlike u , v and 
fluctuation of η, the following relationships of statistical independence are assumed to be valid

 

n
  

m

 

n
   

m

 m
 m
n  d 
n  d 


,   
    

 dr 
 dr 

(30)

 . The validity of Eq. (30) may lie in
in which, n and m are both positive integers, and  denotes u , v or 
 are
the two different mechanics by which the fluctuations are produced. The productions of u , v or 
determined by the flow mode of turbulence, while  is produced by the fluctuating behavior of the flow modes
in transition region.
Only one pressure gradient is permitted at one station and at same instant, so  as well as  has only one

value at one station. One can show that the introduction of  and  does not affect the validity of Eq. (26b).
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At each point along a radius, the composite velocities uTran and uTran can be found by integrating Eq. (28), of
which the composite mean velocity in x-direction is uTran  1    u   u and the composite fluctuating
velocity in x-direction is uTran   u    u  u  u  . The composite fluctuating velocity in r-direction is always

v . Substituting them and  and  into Eq. (9), using Eq. (30), then one has an equation identical to Eq. (26b)
except that  takes the place of η. So the introduction of  and  does not affect the validity of
composition of flows described in last section.
The mean entropy production is the same as Eq. (15) because the flow obeys the same full hydrodynamic
equations. Substituting Eqs. (28) and (29) into Eq. (15), using Eq. (30), then after some manipulations one has

 Tran   Turb,   Turb,v  1     Lam ,   Lam ,V     Turb,   Turb,u 

 k
  2  1      2

 
 Tran

2
2

  
 d   d     d     
dr   dr   TTran
 dr



 du du  2  du 2  

     
 dr dr   dr   


(31)

in which, the subscript Tran means transition,  Lam , is the same as in Eq. (7),  Lam,V is Eq. (8),  Turb, is
Eq. (17),  Turb, is Eq. (18),  Turb,u is Eq. (20), and  Turb ,v is Eq. (21), if T and Θ2 there in denominators are
replaced with TTran and 2Tran . The effects of statistical dependence between numerators and denominators are
ignored for the convenience of elucidation. Both  and  2 are functions of Re, and they do not vary with r.
The terms excluding  Turb, and  Turb ,v (both same for different flow modes) in the right hand side of Eq. (31)
remind us of the free energy of the binary mixture in equilibrium, for which the treatment is given by Reichl
(1998) and Cowan (2005). Following the definition of the free energy of mixing for the binary mixture in
equilibrium by Cowan (2005), the four terms ahead in Eq. (31) are dropped, and the mean entropy production of
composition for a fluid element in the nonequilibrium natural transition flow inside the tube is defined as

 k
 2
 Tran

 Tran ,c   2  1     


 d  d  2  d 
 2 





 

dr   dr   TTran
  dr



  du du  2  du  2  

     
  dr dr   dr   


(32)

in which, the subscript c means composition. Following the criterion of minimum entropy production first
established by Prigogine (Reichl 1998), the choice of  should give the minimum value of

 Tran ,c . This

requires the derivative of Eq. (32) with respect to  is 0. When Re=ReL,  =0 and  =0, and when Re=ReR,

 =1 and  =0. So the η-term, which is the sum of terms in the first square brackets of the right hand side of Eq.
(32), is 0 when  =0 or  =1. The sum of other terms in the parentheses of the right hand side of Eq. (32)
varies with r, but  should not vary with r. Let the derivative of the η-term with respect to  is 0, which is

   1  2  0

d  2
d
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 Tran ,c with respect to  is 0 in transition

region.
This choice of  corresponds to the minimum entropy production which is required to maintain the movement
of a fluid element in transition flow region.  is independent of r and is only a function of Re. So Eq. (33)
describes the evolution of fluctuations and natural laminar-to-turbulent transition flow inside the tube. The
retainment or discard of terms in the entropy production equation corresponding to terms of viscous friction and
axial heat transfer which are neglected in the temperature equation does not affect Eq. (33).
6. One fluctuation function and Comparisons with Experimental Phenomena
The transition from laminar to turbulent flow was treated as a phase transition of nonequilibrium thermodynamic
system by Reichl (1998). Order parameters are used to describe phase transitions. If an order parameter is
adopted to describe the transition flow inside the tube, it should be a linear function of η.
Fluctuations of the order parameter are discussed by Landau and Lifshitz (1980) when dealing with phase
transitions of the second kind in thermodynamic equilibrium system. Near the phase transition point, there exists
a narrow range of temperature where the physical nature of the thermodynamic function consists in an
anomalous increase in the fluctuations of the order parameter. This range is called the fluctuation range where
the fluctuations of order parameter play the dominant role. It is stated by Henkel, Hinrichsen & Lübeck (2008)
that much of what is known about equilibrium phase-transitions can be extended to the non-equilibrium cases.
The Landau theory of phase transition, which does not consider the fluctuations of order parameter, is
inapplicable in the fluctuation range (Cowan 2005; Landau & Lifshitz 1980). In this range the thermodynamic
potential cannot be represented as a function of only the order parameter (and its derivatives with respect to
coordinates) and other thermodynamic variables. The fluctuation of η has been introduced in Eq. (31). The
derivation of Eq. (33) is in accordance with the spirit of Landau theory in the treatment regarding the order
parameter, which is treating the order parameter as an independent variable whose value is determined by
minimizing the thermodynamic potential (Landau & Lifshitz 1980).
Equation (33) shows the evolutions of statistics of fluctuations and laminar-to-turbulent transition are not
dependent on either laminar or time-averaged turbulent profiles. This is in accordance with the critical
phenomenon of phase transition. Near the critical point microscopic details do not determine the behavior of
thermodynamic system, and dissimilar systems share many same properties (Cowan 2005).
For the studied natural transition flow,  is a function of Re. It is assumed here that  2 includes some powers
of derivatives of  with respect to Re. If the fluctuation function of η is taken as

  C

2
d
g  t  ,  g  t    1
dRe

(34)

 2 will contain the square of the derivative of lowest order and a positive coefficient. So Eq. (33) becomes

d 2
 1  2  0
dRe2
The transition starts at ReL and ends at ReR, so the restrictions on  are
2C 2

  ReL   0 ,   ReR   1

(35)

(36)

The fluctuations of η are both zero in laminar and turbulent flows, and  is a monotonic ascending function of
Re, so the restrictions on the derivative of  are

d
0 ,
dRe

d
d

0
dRe ReL dRe ReR

The solution which satisfies all these conditions is
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2Re  ReeR  ReL 
ReR  ReL
2

and C   ReR  ReL   . Substitutinng Eq. (38) intoo Eq. (34) yiellds

 

(38)

cos 
g  t  .
2

mental results of Zhang, Zhhang, Xiao, Jiiang & Le (20013), in which
h the
This soluttion agrees wiith the experim
experimenntal Nusselt nuumber Nu in naatural transitioon region is exppressed as a w
weighted superp
rposition of lam
minar
Nu and tuurbulent Nu at same Re, andd the weightinng factor is thhe same as Eqq. (38). Appareently, same ru
ule of
weighted ssuperposition can
c be appliedd to the frictionn factor.

Figure 3. , 1- aand

f  , 1- aand
It is plotteed in figure 3 for

 2

as functions of θ

 2 as functions of θθ. One can see the fluctuationns of η are larrge in

transition rregion. The rooot mean squarre values of  (  2 ) are ggreater than  for θ<0, and greater than 1- 
for θ>0. S
So at some insstants, η may bbe negative w
when θ<0, and 1-η may be nnegative when θ>0. It is posssible
because it is the composition of motionns of a fluid ellement which iis concerned, nnot the mixingg of two matterrs.
f
caan explain the strange effect mentioned by McComb (19992). When a speed
s
The abovee stated large fluctuations
is reached in pipe--flow experiment, a critical Re is also reached, and the manoometer readingg begins to oscillate
manometer rea
ading
wildly. Thhis behavior coontinues over a range of speeeds, until a sppeed is reacheed where the m
steadies aggain and thereaafter remains ssteady.
Since η is same at a crosss section, uTrann is a weightedd superpositionn of laminar annd turbulent vaalues at same Re
R in
transition rregion. One caan have uTran and uTran by integrating Eqq. (28) along a radius, whichh are

uTran  1    u   u

(39a)
(

uTran   u    u  u  u 

(39b)
(

These are the mean longgitudinal veloccity and the insstantaneous fluuctuation veloccity. They can be measured at
a the
center linee in flow experriment, and thee results can bee compared wiith those prediccted by Eq. (399).
Water at rooom temperatuure was used iin pipe-flow experiments byy Durst & Ünssal (2006), Nisshi, Ünsal, Durrst &
Biswas (22008) and Nisshi (2009), w
which includes many forcedd transitions aand a small qquantity of na
atural
transitionss without heatting. Accordinng to Re=ρU di/μ, experim
ments with diff
fferent Re cann be conducted by
changing the mass fluxx of water, theen the statistics of the longgitudinal veloocity and its ffluctuations ca
an be
measured between the sttart and end of transition. Thhe present derrivations can bbe used to expllain such transsition
processes in which the physical
p
properrties are constaant.
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Figgure 4. The largge overshoot oof I at the centeer line in transsition region

Figuree 5. The large overshoot
o
of I at the center line in transitioon region, bothh the shape andd values can be
e
compared w
with the measuurements by Duurst & Ünsal ((2006)
The differeence between laminar and tuurbulent mean velocities at saame Re is largge compared w
with u , so from
m Eq.
(39) one can see theree should be ann overshoot oof the longituudinal velocityy fluctuations in the process of
laminar-too-turbulent trannsition of pipe--flow. This waas clearly meassured by Durstt &Ünsal (2006). For comparison
one can caalculate the fluuctuation intennsity I (  u uTran ) at the ceenter line. If thhe change of ur0 ur 0 for fully
turbulent fflow with Re is ignored, annd the data in figure 3 of Duurst &Ünsal (22006) are choosen for estima
ation,
which are ur 0  1.4U mean and ur0  0.035ur 0 ffor turbulent fllow, and ur 0  2.0U mean ffor laminar flow
w (in
a the
which the fluctuation inntensity is aboout 0.002), Eq. (39) gives a peak value of 20.7% at θ/ππ≈0.07 for I at
Ünsal (2006) iss around 20% when
w
center linee, which is shoown in figure 44. The value of measuremennt of Durst &Ü
ReL>4000.. In figure 4, thhe value of u is defined froom Eq. (39b) aas following
2
2 2
2
 2  u  u   u 2   u Lam

u  uTra
an   u  


2

(40)

In Eq. (40) the fluctuatioon intensity (aabout 0.002 in figure 3 of Duurst & Ünsal ((2006)) is considered for lam
minar
flow.
Figure 5 iss a different foorm of figure 44. The y-axis iss in logarithm sscale and the xx-axis is displaaced and contra
acted
in figure 55, so one can easily make a comparison with the meassurements by Durst & Ünsaal (2006). Both
h the
shape and values in figuure 5 are veryy close to thosse in figures 33, 5 and 10 (m
measurements) of Durst & Ünsal
Ü
(2006) whhen ReL>4000 (the experimeental data are inappropriate to be extracteed so that one can make a detail
d
comparisoon). The similaar measuremennt of such overshoot was giveen by Nishi, Ü
Ünsal, Durst & Biswas (2008) and
Nishi (20009). It was also
a
reported bby Durst & Ü
Ünsal (2006) that the overrshoot of I ddid not result in a
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correspondding overshoott of the frictioon factor (shouuld be the averraged value). T
This can also bbe explained by the
present forrmulations.
The measuured mean vaalues of longittudinal velocitty and its flucctuations at thhe center line during the fo
orced
transition w
were given byy Nishi (2009).. They are com
mpared with prresent predictiions in figure 6 and figure 7. The
change of ur0 ur 0 foor fully turbuleent flow with R
Re is ignored in predictionss. From figure 6 one can see
e that
present preedictions usingg Eq. (39a) aggree with the m
measurements for the longittudinal velocityy at the centerr line
during thee transition. Frrom figure 7 oone can see thaat present preddictions using Eq. (40) apprroximately give the
trend of thhe mean valuees of fluctuatiion of longituddinal velocity at the center line during thhe transition when
w
ReL≈2120.. But the predictions have a llarger peak vallue, and the vaalues or even thhe trends are ddifferent from those
t
of the meaasurements jusst before or aftter the transitioon. From figurre 10 of Durst & Ünsal (20006) one can see
e that
the fluctuaation intensitiees (I, see figuree 5) of longituddinal velocity at the center line when ReL<
<3000 have sm
maller
peak valuees than those when
w
ReL>40000. The reasonn needs furtherr studies. Whenn ReL>4000, aall the experim
mental
data by Duurst & Ünsal (2006), Nishi,, Ünsal, Durstt & Biswas (2008) and Nishhi (2009) are iinappropriate to be
extracted ffor detail com
mparisons. Forr the data furthher before or after the transsition, the calculated valuess and
trends in ffigure 7 agree with
w those of tthe measuremeents by Durst & Ünsal (20066), Nishi, Ünsal, Durst & Biiswas
(2008) andd Nishi (2009).

F
Figure 6. The calculated andd measured meean values of loongitudinal veelocity at the ceenter line

Figure 7. The calculatedd and measured mean valuess of the fluctuaations of longittudinal velocityy at the center line
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 Tran ,c in Eq. (32) is 0 when Eq. (33) are valid. So Eq. (31) can be rewritten as
 Tran   Turb,   Turb,v  1     Lam ,   Lam ,V     Turb ,   Turb ,u 

(41)

Comparing Eq. (41) with Eq. (31), one can see that the evolution of transition takes place in such a way that, the
negative entropy production due to the composition of two flow modes balances out the positive entropy
production due to the fluctuation of η. In this way  progresses continuously from 0 to 1, and the entropy
production in transition flow is formally a weighted superposition of those in laminar and turbulent flows at
same Re.
In laminar-to-turbulent transition η is adopted to describe the composite flow. The evolution of transition flow is
given by Eq. (38) which is derived from Eq. (34). Equation (34) gives the fluctuation of η. Different form of Eq.
(34) leads to different form of Eq. (38). From the comparisons with the experimental phenomena given above,
one can conclude that the statistics of fluctuations and the flow and convective heat transfer behaviors of natural
transition flow inside the tube can be explained using the present derivations, and the fluctuation of η governs the
evolution of natural transition flow inside the tube.
Lastly, if a different η is adopted for temperature, the corresponding entropy production can be obtained in a
similar form to Eq. (31). Because of the weak coupling of the equations for solving velocity and temperature,
and the separateness of the square terms of temperature and velocity gradients in the expression of entropy
production, this adoption does not change much the discussions above.
7. Conclusions

The statistics of fluctuations and the flow and convective heat transfer behaviors of natural transition flow inside
an electrically heated circular tube can be explained using composition of motions, the fluctuations of composite
ratios, and the minimum entropy production criterion.
(1)The natural transition flow in the tube can be decomposed into fully developed laminar and turbulent
ingredients. The composite flow in transition region are defined by the composite ratios which are the
proportions of the two flow modes.
(2)The composite ratios fluctuate in transition flow, and the fluctuations of the composite ratios govern the
natural transition behavior.
(3)The process of laminar-to-turbulent transition inside the tube, can be compared with phase transitions of the
second kind in thermodynamic equilibrium system. The conceptions for the description of the latter, such as
order parameter and the fluctuation range, can be adopted in the study of the laminar-to-turbulent transition.
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